See your way
forward sustainably
To meet today’s realities, companies need full
visibility across and deeply into operations

25–60%

$30T

Profits at risk across industries
due to environmental, social,
and governmental (ESG) pressures

Global investment
in ESG progress

AVEVA Unified Operations Center
provides an integrated view across systems and data, plus intelligent
insights to make better, faster decisions for your company and the
planet. All through a single, dynamic interface.

Reduce
energy usage
and emissions

Streamline
operational
agility

Optimize
performance against
sustainability metrics

Visualize efficiency
across the industrial value chain
By integrating data from connected equipment and business IT, Unified Operations Center
generates real-time visualizations and AI-driven insights that teams can act on right away.

Cut energy costs
by up to 50%,
lowering emissions

Tailor KPIs for your
specific use case

Manage complex operations,
speed crisis response, and
troubleshoot problems

60%

faster emergency
response achieved
by one smart city

Business
& operations

Cross-manage datacenter
sites and systems, maintain
uptime, and minimize waste
and costs.

Proactively resolve abnormal
events and ensure production
continuity.

$1B

saved by a large
oil & gas company
in 2 years

Visualizations
& insights

Optimize work processes
to reduce energy and
production loss, coordinate
shift work, and automate
work orders.

Speed decision
making from
2 days to 2 hours.

Monitor and control water
and wastewater operations.
Zoom in on critical
benchmarks.

50%

lower energy costs and
reduced energy use at
a regional water board.

Digitally transform across
the ship lifecycle, from vessel
development to shipyard
operations and sea-going.

Data
& analytics

Converge all aspects
of renewable power
generation into a single,
map-based view.

Built for hybrid—with Azure

Gain flexibility across
environments

Work remotely, securely,
and productively—
from anywhere

Securely deploy and
scale globally

Improve carbon
efficiency up to 98%2

AVEVA + Microsoft
A leading industrial software provider and Microsoft Gold certified partner, AVEVA
works with customers and global partners to deliver solutions that optimize engineering,
operations, and performance to create sustainable business value.
Together with Microsoft, we’re working to accelerate innovation across key industries—
empowering customers to shape the future.
Learn more: https://sw.aveva.com/partners/microsoft

Get started with AVEVA Unified Operations Center
Contact AVEVA: www.aveva.com/en/contact
Learn more: www.aveva.com/UOC

1. McKinsey, Five ways that ESG creates value, 2019
2. Depending on specific server usage, renewable energy purchases made, and other factors.
Source: The carbon benefits of cloud computing, published by Microsoft, 2018

